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Abstract 

 

The paper must have abstract. The rapid growth of networks base on IP, and the 

current challenge posed by the technological deployment of IPv6 and annexed 

applications, challenges that must confront the Internet Service Provider and have 

stimulated the development for rigorous researches on the topic. The Internet 

Service Providers ISP offer infrastructure for implementation of virtual private 

network VPN, where is fundamental the definition of routing schemas between the 

border route of client CE and the provider PE. In this sense, have been proposed 

different schemas where the new protocols as Open Short Path First version 3 

OSPFv3 have a key role. 

In the context of VPN, the routing protocol BGP is used to distribute the client’s 

path, the multi-protocol label switching MPLS is used to send the information 

packages through the network core in tunnel mode. Originally, only IPv4 was 

supported and expanded after support OSPFv2 and VPN IPv6. Based on the new  
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specifications in order to support OSPFv3 as a routing protocol PE-CE and the 

current technological infrastructures begin the process of IPv6 deployment, these 

elements driving this research which evaluate the performance of routing protocol 

OSPFv3 on border scenarios MPLS/VPN/IPv6. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Currently, modern communications networks converge to an infrastructure based 

on internet protocol, which has emerged as a standard for interconnection of smart 

systems and the network of networks, Internet. In this scenario, we have identified 

multiple solutions which generate new and different kind of difficulties in a 

technological deployment. The scenarios of clouds interconnections of MPLS/IPv4 

in the Internet Service Provider, have defined standards for the implementation of 

virtual private networks layer 3 C3VPN [1], where procedures for the separation of 

customer traffic are provided in the border routers in the network core, Provider 

Edge PE, with regard to routing information of separate virtual tables of re-shipping 

VRF Virtual Routing Forwarding. 

The Border Gateway protocol is used to disseminate routing information of VPN 

client networks between virtual tables VRFs on the border router PE configured for 

the same VPN [1] [2], through the extension of multi-protocol MP-BGP. The initial 

specifications to support VPN with BGP/MPLS establish learning procedures of 

the routers PE via static routing, or through dynamic routing. Thus support routing 

protocols as BGP, RIP, y OSPFV2 [1]. Additionally, [3] extends the referential 

framework of this scenario, BGP/ MPLS IP VNP, for compatibility with VPN IPv6. 

This definition includes the ability of interconnection of sites based on IPv6 through 

core infrastructure of IPv4 or IPv6. Also, in [4] is defined Transition capabilities of 

IPv4 over core IPv6 using encapsulation IP and extension P-BGP. 

 

2 Routing OSPF y its Version 3 to IPv6 
 

The OSPF development started between 1987 and 1991 when the first specification 

was published.  OSPF emerges as an improvement of RIP protocol which had some 

deficiencies at that time. When the autonomous systems begin to grow up, the times 

of convergence and the bandwidth of RIP started to be unacceptable. RIP is a 

routing protocol by distance vector where the metric used to calculate the paths is 

the distance between the subnets. 

OSPFv2 is a routing protocol of link-state designed to be used on environments 

intra-domain above IPv4 networks. In this routing schema, each router maintain a 

topological data base. Using the data base, every router used the shortest route 

algorithm based on Dijkstra postulates, which use the cost as metric and is related 

with bandwidth capacity. Also include characteristics as cost, routing hierarchy, 

separation of internal and external routes, and improves to security. 
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The first version of OSPF is specified in [5]. Which becomes obsolete after version 

2 emerges specified in [6]. Which has many important differences in comparison 

with the previous version, the second version continue evolving with many 

modifications [7] [8], until last update in [9]. 

Similarly, where it has carried out a transition from IPv4 to IPv6, the routing 

protocols have been updated, as example OSPFv2 generating the OSPFv3 protocol 

[10], which presents several modifications to support IPv6. 

OSPFv2 algorithm for IPv4 has survive to the change of IPv6, with some 

modifications needed, because the semantic between the IPv4 and Ipv6 protocols, 

or simply for adapt to the change on the direction size of IPv6. The main differences 

between OSPFv2 and OSPFv3 are the following: 

 The prosecution is done based on link per-link, instead of sub-net per-

Subnet. 

 Support routing multi-schemas, by removing the address semantics. 

 Adding the scope of flooding. 

 Explicit support for multiple instances per link. 

 Using IPv6 link-local address. 

 Change in mode of OSPF authentication, in the packages formats of OSPF 

and publications LSA. 

 Handling of unknown LSA types. 

 Support many types of Stub/NSSA areas. 

 Identification of neighborhoods by the router id. 

 Several of these changes require changes to the BGP/MPLS IP VPN 

architecture. These differences and the corresponding impact is describe 

below: 

 

2.1 New type of LSA 

For an IPv6 MPLS/VPN architecture where the customer interface is made to 

suppliers through OSPFv3, commonly the interactions BGP/OSPF specify that the 

accessibility of information redistributed VPN-IPv6 in OSPFv3 being expressed as 

AS-external OSPFv3 LSAs. Instead, could be desirable to see these LSAs as a 

prefix of inter-area LSA [11]. 

 

2.2 Several instances over a link 

OSPFv3 works based on link per-link instead of OSPFv2, which works by sub-net 

per-IP-Subnet. The operation of multiples instances of the OSPFv3 protocol in a 

link change the architecture in [12], which specifies that each interface belongs no 

more than one OSPF instance. For OSPFv3, several instances can be established 

over only one interface, and be associate with the same VRF. 

Besides establishing OSPFv3 multiple instances through a single PE-CE link, also 

several OSPFv3 instances may be established through a fake link, called “sham 

link”. This allow multiple OSPFv3 instances associated with a VRF establish an 

intra-area independent connectivity to other OSPFv3 instances attached a remote 

PE VRF [11]. 
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3 BGP/OSPFv3 Interaction PROCEDURES FOR the PE Routers  
 

3.1 VRFs and OSPFv3 Instances 

The relation between VRFs interfaces and OSPFv3 instances in a PE Router are 

describe bellow [11]. 

As is define in [1], a PE router can be configured with one or more VRFs. Each 

VRF configured at PE correspond a VPN client, and conserve the destination which 

can be reached inside the VPN. Every VRF can be associated with one or more 

interfaces, which allows multiple sites participate in the same VPN. If an OSPFv3 

instance is created with an interfaces associated a one VRF, the VFR is populated 

with OSPFv3 routing information. 

OSPFv3 support multiple instances on a single interface, which allows to multiple 

client sites connect to the same interfaces of a PE router (eg, through the second 

layer of a switch) with different OSPFv3 instances. However, since one PE 

interface can be associated just with one VRF, all the OSPFv3 instances being 

executed on a single interface should be associated to the same VRF. 

Independence OSPFv3 instances on PEs 

 

3.2 VRFs and Paths 

From the perspective of the CE, the PE is like any OSPFv3 neighbor. There is no 

requirement for the CE can support the mechanisms of IPv6 BGP/ MPLS VPN or 

either the EC is aware of VPN, which allows that any OSPFv3 implementation can 

be used in a CE. 

The export and import of policies could cause that different paths be installed in 

different VRFs in the same OSPFv3 domain, VPN MPLS cannot be considered as 

a single router from the perspective of the CE domains. Rather, each CE should see 

these PE connected as a separate routers. 

The PE use OSPFv3 to distribute the paths to the CEs, and to MP-BGP [2] in order 

to distribute VPN-IPv6 paths to other routers PE (remotes) as is defined in [3]. A 

prefix IPv6 installed on VRF of OSPFv3 change its prefix to VPN-IPv6 through 

adding a distinctive road (RD) of 8-bytes of path as is described on section 2 in [3]. 

This path can be redistribute in the MP-BGP according to exportation policy which 

adds an Extend Community Route Target (RT) to the NLRI [1]. 

The ID of domain is used to make out between OSPFv3 instances. When an 

OSPFv3 distribution path is redistribute in MP-BGP, the domain identification, the 

OSPFv3 Router ID, zone, OSPFv3 type of path, and the options fields (external 

route type) are also carried in the attributes of the Extend Community of MP-BGP 

path. 

 

4 Simulation and Evaluation of OSPFv3 performance on the link 

PE-CE 
 

To carry out this investigation was used the simulation tool OPNET Modeler. 

OPNET Modeler is a program wide useful on the modeling and simulation industry 
of communication systems, this allow us design and study networks, devices, protocols 
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and applications, by providing flexibility and scalability, qualities that allow offer 

to its users, work in research and development process [13]. 

The scenarios simulated based on the previous software tool illustrate the use of 

VPNs for the communications between several sites. 

 

4.1 General Parameters of Network Models 

 

Have been designed different models where are done variations on the routing 

protocol in the PE and CE link, and the type of IP addressing, for two different 

corporate network: the Company A and Company B. 

Company A used a VPN called “VPN A” and the company B use a VPN called 

“VPN B” for the communication between different sites. 

Have been defined the following parameters: 

1. A traffic has been configured from: 

a. Company A: Site 1:A_1_Rtr1 to Company A: Site 2: A_2Rtr2 (blue line), with 

distinctive path 100.1 for the MP-BGP protocol. 

b. Company B: Site 1:B_1_Rt1 to the company B: Site 2: B_2_Rt2 (blue line), with 

distinctive path 100.2 for the MP-BGP protocol. 

The traffic injected have the behavior showed in the Figure 1 with 50.000.000 

bit/seg along one hour and 100 pack/seg. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Traffic injected from site 1 to 2 in the companies A and B. Source: Authors  

 

2. All links are PPP_SONET_OC3. 

3. It have been configured LSP between each PE in the network. 

4. BGP has been configured between each PEs, all PEs are BGP neighbor. 

5. The routing protocol between PE and CE will be a variable to modify.  

6. All the sites of company A are configured to use the “VPN A” and all sites 

of company B are configured to use “VPNB”. 

7. The router PE has been configured with two VRFs, in each one of the 

scenarios. Each VRF configure in the PE correspond with one VPN client 

correspond to each company, and conserve the destinations which can be 

reached inside that VPN. Each VRF can be associated with one or more 

interfaces, which allows multiple sites to participate in the same VPN. 
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Fig .2. Model of general network, scenario BGP/MPLS IP VPN. Source: Authors 

 

A summary of the scenarios of the simulation is presents in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Summary of the scenarios 

 

Routing 

Protocol PE-

CE 

Addres

sing PE 

Addres

sing CE 

Back

bone 

OSPFv3 IPv6 IPv6 IPv6 

OSPFv2 IPv4 IPv4 IPv4 

OSPFv3 6PE IPv6 IPv4 

RIPNG_ 6PE IPv6 IPv4 

RIP_ ipv4 ipv4 IPv4 

 

Routers 6PE were used because they are composed by a dual stack labels, in other 

words, they can store datagrams IPv4 or IPv6, without change all the IPv4/MPLS 

backbone to IPv6/MPLS. This method is used when is not required change the 

network backbone, with the goal of reduce cost and used the current infrastructure 

without the needed reconfigure P routers of IPv4/MPLS network, as transmission 

is based on the MPLS label and not in the IP protocol header. An IPv6 island is an 

access network with native IPv6. 

In the models where the link routing protocol PE-CE is OSPFv3, the adjust 

described in the present document must be done, like assign the Router ID, which 

is a 32-bits field, similar size to the IPv4 address, this assignation is done manually  

because addressing in the sites routers corresponding to company A and B are in 

total IPv6. 

The following numeration was choose to assign the Router ID:  

 

Table 2. Assign of Router ID 

 

ROUTER ID 

2.1.1.ID_company&num_site&num_router 
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5 Analysis of results  
 

5.1 Global Statistics  

Rate Packages Lost In Simulated Scenarios 

In Figure 3 is presented the rate of packages lost by second, comparing all simulated 

scenarios. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.Rate packages loss in simulated scenarios. Source: Authors 

 

Figure 3 show global statistics of the lost presents in IP package by second, this 

general details can be evinced better graphing the average of each one as bellow: 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Average packet loss rate in all simulated scenarios- Source: Authors 

 

  As mentioned, two traffics are injected, each one of 50Mbits/sec with 100 
pack/sec, whereby each package has a size of 500Kbit, many of the simulated scenarios 
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on average have 0.6 pack/sec loss, whereby will have around 300Kbit/sec loss in a 

network where there is a traffic of 100Mbit/sec, representing a rate of loss of 0.003, 

which is enough high.  

It should be noted that MPLS backbone in previous designs is configured in IPv4, 

whereby the mechanisms listed above, must perform a translation of the address, 

causing the loss forth, this can be verified by observing  Figure 5, where the 

OSPFv3 protocol is showed in a scenario where the entire address is in OSPFv3 

including the MPLS Backbone, where the rate of loss is closed to 0.01 pack/sec 

corresponding to a loss of 0.00005 against the behavior of OSPFv3 with 6PE for 

the communication of IPv6 islands. 

On the other hand, where the loss are lower, correspond to the bellow network 

models: 

 Scenario IPv4 with OSPFv2 

 Scenario IPv4 with RIP 

 Scenario IPv6 with OSPFv3 

 

Bgp Traffic Sent and Received in Simulated Scenarios 

The paths of the different routing protocol of a site are translated and delivered 

transparently to the remote site VPN BGP-IP. The original paths transport specific 

information about the routing protocol which must be communicated to the remotes 

PE to ensure transparency. The Extend Communities BGP are used to transport the 

necessary information for the receiver could reconstruct the routing database.  

All routes are added to the VRF routing table on a PE router, these are examined to 

create a corresponding VPN-IP path in BGP. Given that each of the simulated 

scenarios BGP is present, it is necessary to evaluate the BGP traffic sent and 

received on the network with different designs, in Figure 6 is presented in BGP 

traffic sent by bit / sec on stage simulated. 

 

 
 

Fig.5. BGP traffic sent by bit / sec on stage simulated. Source: Authors 
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It can evidence that between the simulated networks, the traffic sent in the BGP 

6PE RIPng scenario presents a higher rate near 105bit / s, in turn, those with a 

smaller amount of traffic are: 

 

 Scenario IPv4 with OSPFv2 

 Scenario IPv6 with OSPFv3 

 Scenario IPv4 with RIP 

 

Based on the results we can say that these last scenarios have a higher efficiency in 

terms of BGP traffic, this can be sustained in the differences between the different 

transition mechanisms and routing protocols to perform the translation of the 

original paths to the remote site PE as BGP VPN-IP routes and achieve rebuilding 

the routing database, generating a difference in traffic sent between different 

scenarios.  

 

Routers Delay 

DELAY ANALYSIS IN ROUTER PE_SITE_1 

 

In Figure 6 the comparative delay presented in PE_Site1 router for different 

simulation scenarios shown. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Delay in seconds presented in the router. Source: Authors 

 

 

In Table 3 is presents a comparative table with the average delay presented in PE 

router site_1, shown in ascending order. 
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Table 3. The average delay in seconds presented in PE router site_1 

 

SCENARIO DELAY 

VPNs_OSPFv3_6PE 2,11352E-

05 

VPNs_RIPNG_6PE 2,26003E-

05 

VPNs_RIP_ipv4 2,28128E-

05 

VPNs_OSPFv3_IPv6 3,59996E-

05 

VPNs_OSPFv2_IPv4 3,6038E-05 

 

Past the third minute, the delay is stabilized for each of the scenarios. 

It is emphasized that the scenario has a greater variation in the delay is the 6PE with 

RIPng routing protocol, the above is shown in Figure 7, which illustrates the rate of 

change of the delay with respect to time as follows: 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
Delay (n+m)−Delay(n)

m
                                                          (1) 

 

Where m is the value of 36 seconds, at which time a new sample is taken in the 

simulation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.Variation Delay presented in seconds PE_Site1 router until 6 minutes. 

Source: Authors 

 

The delay presented takes place at the moment which is conducting traffic BGP and 

recalling that the original routes carry specific information to the routing protocol  
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on link PE-CE and this should be translated and delivered transparently to the 

remote site as VPN BGP IP paths, it is expected that a delay in the instant it takes 

place this exchange occurs, the above due to processing and pasting of data is 

performed then in the PE router. 

 

ANALYSIS OF DELAY IN THE PROCESSING OF ROUTER PE_SITE_2 

 

The Table 3 presents a comparative table with the average delay presented in sitio_2 

PE router, shown in ascending order. 

 

Table 4. Average time in seconds presented in PE_Sitio2 router 

 

SCENARIO DELAY 

RIPNG_6PE 

2,1541E-

05 

OSPFv3_6PE 

2,1553E-

05 

RIP_ipv4 

2,2648E-

05 

OSPFv2_IPv4 

3,596E-

05 

OSPFv3_IPv6 

3,596E-

05 

 

Equally like in the Router PE_Site1 after the third minute, the delay is stabilized 

for each of the scenarios. 

It is noteworthy that just as the router PE_Site1, the scenario shows greater variation 

in the delay is the 6PE with RIPng routing protocol. 

 

THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS ON THE LINKS WITH CE ROUTER PE_SITE3 

Given that sent traffic is between sites 1 and 2 sites of companies A and B, an 

analysis of throughput will be generated on the links router PE_site3 with CE it 

does not perform a significant contribution to this research . 

 

JITTER ANALYSIS 

The Jitter measure the packet delay variability in a given sequence, the performance 

parameter of great importance for many applications (e.g., streaming real-time 

applications). Ideally, packets should be delivered in a fully regular basis, however, 

even if the source generates an evenly spaced flow over time, fluctuations are 

introduced to the network due to the variable length of the tail and propagation 

delays, and packets arrive at the destination with a wide range of arrival times. 

Instability increases the switches in the path of a connection due to many factors, 

such as conflicts with other packages that want to use the same links [15]. 
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JITTER IN PE_SITE_1 

A comparative table is presented with Jitter values in site_1 with PE router, shown 

in ascending order in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Jitter presented in router PE_Site1 

 

SCENARIO JITTER 

OSPFv2_IPv4 1,1821E-13 

OSPFv3_IPv6 1,2458E-13 

RIP_ipv4 5,5162E-12 

OSPFv3_6PE 7,9239E-12 

RIPNG_6PE 1,492E-10 

 

JITTER IN PE_SITE_2 

A comparative table is presented with Jitter values in site_2 with PE router, shown 

in ascending order in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Jitter presented in router PE_Site2 

 

ESCENARIO JITTER 

OSPFv3_IPv6 1,317E-13 

OSPFv2_IPv4 1,3279E-13 

OSPFv3_6PE 6,373E-12 

RIP_ipv4 1,0621E-11 

RIPNG_6PE 1,4279E-11 

 

JITTER IN PE_SITE_3 

A comparative table is presented with Jitter values  in site_3 with PE router, shown 

in ascending order in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Jitter presented in router PE_Site3 

 

ESCENARIO JITTER 

OSPFv3_IPv6 7,6127E-14 

OSPFv2_IPv4 8,0707E-14 

OSPFv3_6PE 3,2956E-12 

RIPNG_6PE 4,2584E-12 

RIP_ipv4 4,6336E-12 

 

6 Conclusions 
 

Simulations show that actual performance OSPFv3 routing protocol between PC -

CE routers over a BGP / MPLS IP VPN scenario is efficient from the standpoint of 

jitter, throughput and loss is striking that in the delay parameter performance is  
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quite high compared to the other scenarios. 

Simulations show that by using routing protocol OSPFv3 with IPv6 addressing 

scheme , you have a relatively low amount of jitter , and high throughput , essential 

parameters for real-time applications , meanwhile the overall performance OSPFv3 

with 6PE scenario is not optimal compared to addresses that do not use dual stack , 

which is highlighted with IPv6 addressing OSPFv3 introduced a longer delay than 

the other scenarios , however it is a constant delay , so the jitter in this scenario is 

not the lowest. 

The actual implementation of scenarios where you perform all routing IPv6 is not 

currently feasible because the time has not made a full migration to IPv6, even this 

transition may take several decades hence achieve scenarios real and IPv6 with 

OSPFv3. 
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